Anti-war & pro-disarmament activities in Krasnodar Territory
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Krasnodar Territory itself

- agricultural and tourism-oriented region
- still disposes no nuclear power plant
- the sphere of social activities promoting peace without nuclear weapon is in the process of being developed
Terrorism issue

- one of the pressing issues is the expansion of the terrorism
- hypothetical risk of undergoing a nuclear attack is being taken into consideration
General activities

• working with children is the main point
• numerous organizations hold classes throughout a year among students:
  • preventing health damage
  • rescuing and recovering casualties
  • repairing damage
  • acquisition of theory on the effects brought about by nuclear weapon
Activities in school

• holding special “homeroom” classes apprising schoolers of important information

• showing films on a certain topic

• topics at Health and Safety classes devoted to the nuclear weapon, and Hiroshima and Nagasaki

• classes for children in summer camps
Mayors for Peace

- children’s art competition aimed at promoting peace education in member cities
- the grand-prize winner was Anastasia Skobeltsyna with her “Flying Angel”

THE FLYING ANGEL OVER THE CITY 
ENCOURAGES AND RAISES THE SOUL